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Abstract: A frozen solution of [U(η7-C7H7)2]- is studied by EPR and angle-selected ENDOR spectroscopy.
EPR confirms the anticipated f1 configuration of this compound. Analysis of theg tensor indicates that the
ground state molecular orbital is principally made of 5fπ (51%) and 5fσ (39%) uranium orbitals. This
composition results from the combined effect of the spin-orbit interaction and the strong fδ-ligand interactions.
The small admixture of 5fφ (9%) uranium orbitals could result from a low-symmetry effect imposed by the
solid-state packing forces at low temperature. Starting from the ground-state orbital, the f-level ordering
consistent with theg tensor is found to be (fπ,fσ) < fφ < fπ < fφ, (fσ,fπ) < fδ (antibonding). Proton ENDOR
spectroscopy shows that there is a positive spin densityFπ g 4× 10-2 in 2pπ carbon orbitals, which manifests
the covalent character of the ground-state orbital.

Introduction

Covalent contribution to the stability of organoactinide
complexes has been widely studied since the discovery of
uranocene U(cot)2 (cot) η8-C8H8) by Streitwieser and Mu¨ller-
Westerhoff in 1968.1 The interest of this compound is that its
high symmetryD8h due to the eclipsed ring conformation
separates the contributions of the actinide 6d and 5f atomic
orbitals (AO) to the molecular orbitals (MO), and thus simplifies
the understanding of the metal-ligand interactions. This
relatively simple molecular architecture motivated several
theoretical calculations on uranocene and other actinocenes,
including ligand field2 and semiempirical nonrelativistic MO
calculations.3 However relativistic phenomena are important
for actinide elements and numerous approaches have been used
to investigate these effects, including ab initio complete active
space self-consistent field,4 quasirelativistic self-consistent field-
XR scattered wave,5 discrete variational XR,6 linear combination
atomic orbital Hartree-Fock-Slater,7 relativistic extended
Hückel,8 and intermediate neglect of differential overlap9

calculations.
This variety of theoretical approaches converges toward a

general agreement concerning the extent of f-orbital participation

to the metal-ligand bonding in actinocenes MIV(cot)2 (M )
Th-Pu). In particular it is well-recognized that the actinide fδ
orbitals (fz(x2-y2),fxyz) interact with the filled e′′2 MOs of C8H8

rings, while the other orbitals fσ (fz3), fπ (fxz2,fyz2) and fφ
(fx(x2-3y2),fy(3x2-y2))are localized and considered as nonbonding.
In this context the fδ orbitals are antibonding. The participation
of 5fδ and 6dδ (dxy,dx2-y2) to the bonding was nicely confirmed
by Green et al. by photoelectron spectroscopy.10

Despite a good agreement between theoretical and photo-
electron studies concerning the metal-ligand bonding, there is
no clear experimental determination of the f-level ordering and
the amount of interaction of fσ, fπ, and fφ AOs with ligand
orbitals. This is because spin-orbit interaction and electron-
electron repulsion considerably complicate the upper part of the
energy level scheme of uranocene (f2 configuration). Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is very sensitive
to spin-orbit effects, and its relatively high resolution compared
to optical spectroscopies permits a precise determination of the
orbital structure and the covalent character of the electronic
ground states of paramagnetic compounds.11 Compounds of
the M(cot)2 family with f 1 (protactinocene) and f3 (neptunocene)
configuration exhibit the Kramers degeneracy and should thus
be EPR active. However it seems that these compounds have
not been studied by this spectroscopy. Magnetic properties of
actinocenes, in particular uranocene,12 have been investigated
by magnetic susceptibility measurements. However the inter-
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pretation was rather ambiguous because of the multiplicity of
states resulting from the combined effects of spin-orbit and
electron-electron interactions.
The family of actinide sandwich compounds has been recently

enriched since the discovery of the bis(cycloheptatrienyl)-
uranium anion [U(η7-C7H7)2]- (1), synthesized in 1995 by
Arliguie et al.13 The interest of this complex is that it is the
first cycloheptatrienylsandwich compound and its ionic con-
figuration should be 5f1 owing to the formal charge-3 of the
C7H7 rings, which satisfies the 4n+ 2 rule for aromaticity, and
thus implies a formal oxidation state V for uranium. A recent
calculation by Li and Bursten showed that the ground-state
configuration of1 is a single electron in a localized uranium f
orbital.14 In this context1 can be considered as the f1 analogue
of uranocene since MOs of the C7H7 rings have the same
symmetries (in terms of group theory) as C8H8 rings.
A qualitative energy level diagram of1, taken from ref 14,

is shown in Figure 1. Theπ-MOs of planar C7H7 rings span
the irreducible representationsa′′2 < e′′1 < e′′2 < e′′3 of the D7h

point group. Combination of theπ-MOs of the two rings (in
eclipsed configuration) gives MOs that are symmetric (a′1, e′1,
e′2, e′3) and antisymmetric (a′′2, e′′1, e′′2, e′′3) with respect to the
mirror plane perpendicular to the molecular axis.14 The 6dδ
and 5fδ AOs interact strongly with e′2 and e′′2 ligand MOs
respectively, giving the filled bonding 3e′2 and 3e′′2 MOs, so
that1must be considered as a UIII rather than UV compound.14

Above these orbitals a series of 5f-based MOs with ordering
5a′′2 (fσ, 96%)< 3e′3 (fφ, 97%)< 5e′1 (fπ, 92%) was found in a
narrow energy range, followed by a 6d-based antibonding
5a′1 (dz2) MO and the strongly antibonding f-based 4e′′2 (fδ,
46%) MO. The ground-state configuration of1 is thus (3e′2)

4

(3e′′2)
4(fσ)

1, with one unpaired electron in a localized f orbital.14

This compound should be characterized by an effective electron
spinS) 1/2 and should thus be EPR active.
However, as mentioned by Li and Bursten,14 the sequence

of the closely spaced f-based MOs can be modified by spin-
orbit interactions, so that the description in terms of an unpaired
electron in an fσ orbital is only approximative. For this reason
EPR is certainly the best tool for the study of the electron ground
state of1 because of its sensitivity to spin-orbit coupling
effect.11

Even if the 5f-ring interaction is expected to be very small
for σ, π, andφ orbitals,4-9,14 a small amount of metal-ligand
interaction should result in a resolved proton hyperfine (hf)

structure in the EPR spectrum at high temperature since the
ring rotation produces a motional narrowing of the hf lines.15

However EPR of uranium compounds can only be observed in
frozen solution and at very low temperatures because of the
short spin-lattice relaxation time of actinides, so that ring proton
hf interactions are not resolved in EPR, and in principle can
only be revealed by ENDOR spectroscopy. This technique
consists of an indirect detection of the NMR transitions of nuclei
interacting with an electron spin. ENDOR spectra are obtained
by partially saturating the EPR spectrum at a fixed magnetic
field (the observing field) and sweeping a radio frequency
radiation through nuclear resonance transitions.16 It has been
recognized that the ENDOR response of paramagnetic molecules
diluted in frozen solution samples arises only from the subset
of molecules responsible for the EPR intensity at the observing
field.17,18 When the anisotropy of the EPR spectrum is
determined by the anisotropy of theg tensor, each observing
field valueB0 ) hν/âg(θ) corresponds to the selection of a
subset of molecules with their symmetry axis making an angle
θ with the magnetic field. Such angle-selected ENDOR
spectroscopy gives the hf parameters with high accuracy.17,18

In this paper we present a combined EPR-ENDOR study of
1 in frozen solution, with the purpose of determining the 5f
and ligand orbital composition of the SOMO (singly occupied
molecular orbital), and to obtain information about the f-level
ordering. This work proceeds in three steps: (a) the 5f
composition of the SOMO is first determined from the EPR
spectrum. The SOMO is greatly influenced by spin-orbit
coupling effects since it is mainly f-based, so that we analyzed
the EPR in the weak field approximation, which is the most
suitable for situations where spin-orbit effects dominate
interactions with ligands. In this case the total angular
momentumJ is a good quantum number and we first describe
the ground state in terms of|J,Mj〉 states, whereMj is the z
component ofJ. The transformation into the usual f-orbital
representation is made by a unitary tranformation. (b) In a
second step the f-level ordering is deduced from the analysis
of the SOMO, by identifying the combined effects of the spin-
orbit and the f-ligand interactions. (c) In the last step the
covalent character of the SOMO is studied by angle-selected
ENDOR spectroscopy, which gives the spin density in 1s
hydrogen and 2p carbon orbitals.

Experimental Section

1 was synthesized as described in ref 13. A quartz tube was filled
with ∼1-5 mg of1 dissolved in 0.4 mL ofR-methyl-THF, and sealed
under vacuum. Frozen solution X-band EPR spectra were recorded
below 15 K with a Bruker ESP 300e spectrometer equipped with an
Oxford intrument ESR 9 continuous flow helium cryostat. ENDOR
spectra were recorded at 4 K with the Bruker ENDOR cavity working
in the TM110mode. The radio frequency (rf) field was amplified by a
100W ENI broad-band power amplifier. A 12.5 kHz frequency
modulation of the rf carrier (modulation depth 70 kHz) was used for
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Figure 1. Partial energy level diagram of1 (not to scale) after ref 14.
The spin-orbit interaction is not considered.
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the detection. With this modulation scheme, the ENDOR signal takes
the form of the first derivative of the ENDOR enhancement. A
moderate microwave power (≈6 mW) was sufficient to optimize the
ENDOR intensity.

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

(1) Determination of the 5f Composition of the SOMO.
Figure 2 shows a frozen solution EPR spectrum of1 at 15 K.
It exhibits a typical axial powder line shape of aS ) 1/2
molecule, with an intense turning point corresponding to the
molecular orientationsB0 ⊥ z and a small one at high field for
B0 | z, wherez is the molecular axis. This interpretation was
verified by simulation which accurately reproduced the experi-
mental line shape.19 The principal values of theg tensor areg|

) 1.244( 0.005 andg⊥ ) 2.365( 0.005. It is important to
note that the simulation is independent of the sign of theg
factors, so that the latter will be considered positive throughout
the paper. In principle, it could be possible to determine the
sign of the productgxgygz by using a circularly polarized
microwave field.20 The shape of the EPR spectrum confirms
the anticipated 5f1 configuration of1.13,14 However theg values
do not agree with the expected ground-state configuration (fσ)1

calculated by neglecting the spin-orbit interaction,14 because
an electron in aMl ) 0 orbital (which is the case with fσ) does
not experience spin-orbit interaction for the field orientation
B0 | z, so thatg| should be equal to the free spin valuege )
2.002. This is not the case with1. This discrepancy originates
from the fact that spin-orbit effects should modify significantly
the energy level scheme in the energy range of localized f-based
orbitals.14 We must thus analyze the experimentalg-factors by
taking into account the spin-orbit interaction simultaneously
with metal-ligand interactions.
The metal-ligand interaction in transition metal compounds

is of the same order of magnitude as the spin-orbit interaction,
and it is often possible to extract the metal AO composition of
the SOMO from theg tensor, and the amount of metal-ligand
interaction from both theg tensor and the hf interactions.11,20

However most of the 5f metal AOs are assumed to be essentially
nonbonding in actinide sandwich compounds,2-9,14 so that the

strong spin-orbit interaction of the metal should largely
dominate the weak metal-ligand interactions. Consequently
the 5f1 configuration of1 should be more conveniently treated
in the weak field approximation, with states|(5f1),L)3,S)1/2,
J,MJ〉 (hereafter referred to as [|J,MJ〉] representation) character-
ized by the total angular momentumJ ) L + S, L + S- 1, ...,
|L - S| ) 7/2, 5/2 and its projectionMJ ) J, J- 1, ...,-J along
the z axis. Once the|J,MJ〉 composition of the SOMO is
determined from the analysis ofg factors, it can be transformed
into the f orbital representation, characterized by states
|(5f1),L)3,S)1/2,ML,MS〉 (hereafter referred to as [|ML,MS〉]
representation) whereML ) (3,(2,(1, 0 andMS ) (1/2 are
thezprojections of the orbital and spin momentum. The fσ, fπ,
fδ, and fφ orbitals correspond respectively to|ML| ) 0, 1, 2, 3.
Passing from [|J,MJ〉] to [|ML,MS〉] representation is achieved
by the unitary transformation|J,MJ〉 ) ∑ML,MS〈ML,MS|J,MJ〉|ML,MS〉
where parameters〈ML,MS|J,MJ〉 are the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients.21 Table 1 represents the composition (in %) of the
atomic |J,MJ〉 states in terms of fσ, fπ, fδ, and fφ orbitals.
Let us first consider the effect of the spin-orbit interaction

on the f1 configuration of1. This removes the degeneracy of
the2S+1L ) 2F ground state and gives two states2F5/2 and2F7/2
characterized byJ ) 5/2 and 7/2, respectively. The energy
splitting between the ground stateJ ) 5/2 and the excited state
J ) 7/2 of the free UV ion is equal to 7λ/2 ) 7608 cm-1.22 The
three principal effects of the metal-ligand interactions are (i)
the removal of the 2J + 1 degeneracy of2F5/2 and2F7/2 states
to doubly degenerate Kramers states, (ii) the second-order
mixing of states with differentJ and the sameMJ values, and
(iii) a ligand admixture in the SOMO. However iii should be
relatively small and i should largely dominate effect ii because
of the important energy splitting between2F5/2 and2F7/2 states,
so that the main consequence of the metal-ligand interaction
is the removal of the 6-fold degeneracy of the2F5/2 ground state
into three Kramers doublets. As a consequenceJ) 5/2 may be
considered as a good quantum number in a first-order treatment.
At this level of approximation the ligand effects can be described
by the ligand field operator:20

whereBk
q andOk

q are the ligand field parameters and the spin
operators, respectively. If the ligand field splitting is much
larger thankTand the Zeeman energy, only the lowest Kramers
doublet is populated and the system can be treated as an effective
S̃) 1/2 spin doublet. The two normalized wave functions|(〉
) |S̃,M̃S ) (1/2〉 of a Kramers doublet are written as linear
combinations of|J,MJ〉 states characterized by differentMJ(19) Spectra were simulated with the WIN-EPR SimFonia simulation

program from Bruker. The simulations used Gaussian line shape functions
with line width ∆B| ) 2.5 mT and∆B⊥ ) 4.0 mT.
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Figure 2. Frozen solution EPR spectrum at 15 K of1, compared with
a simulated spectrum. The arrows indicate the four selected field setting
values corresponding to ENDOR spectra of Figure 5.

Table 1. Composition (in %) in fσ, fπ, fδ, and fφ Orbitals of the
|J,Mj〉 States of a f1 Configuration

[|J,Mj〉] representation [|Ml,Ms〉] representation
J Mj fσ (%) fπ (%) fδ (%) fφ (%)

7/2 100
7/2 5/2 85.8 14.2

3/2 71.4 28.6
1/2 57.1 42.9
5/2 14.2 85.8

5/2 3/2 28.6 71.4
1/2 42.9 57.1

Hc ) ∑
k)0

2J

∑
q)-k

+k

Bk
q Ok

q (1)
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values:20

with

where the nonzero values ofaMJ in the summations are only
determined by the symmetry of the compound. The residual
degeneracy 2M̃S + 1 ) 2 of the Kramers doublets is lifted by
the external magnetic fieldB0, which gives the following spin
Hamiltonian of the effective spinS̃) 1/2 coupled to proton spins
I ) 1/2 by the hf interaction:

wheregc andAC k are theg tensor and the hf tensor for thekth
proton. The principal valuesgx, gy, andgz of theg tensor are
functions of the coefficientsaMJ in expressions 2.
Complex 1 with the eclipsed conformation has theD7h

symmetry. However X-ray diffraction and theoretical calcula-
tions showed that it exhibits the staggered conformation.13,14

The latter should have theD7d (or D7) symmetry in the gas
phase, but this symmetry is actually reduced toC2h in the solid
state,13 presumably because of the crystal packing forces.
Despite the fact that such forces may exist in frozen solution,
we shall first analyze theg tensor by considering the axialD7h,
D7d, or D7 symmetries. It has been demonstrated that anylx

configuration withCn, Cnh, CnV, Dn, Dnh, andDnd symmetry can
be treated in terms of a field of effectively axialC∞V symmetry
as long asn g 2l + 1.2,23 Thus both the eclipsed and the gas-
phase staggered conformations of1 may be treated inC∞V

symmetry. In this case all theBk
q coefficients withq * 0

vanish in eq 1 and the remaining spin operatorsO2
0 andO4

0 are
only functions ofJz

2 andJz
4 operators, so thatHc is diagonal in

the [|J,MJ〉] representation. The effect ofHc is to remove,
without mixing, the degeneracy of the three Kramers doublets.
The three pairs of wave functions of the effectiveS̃) 1/2 spin
doublets are given by expression 2 with only one nonzero value
of aMJ, which thus become|(〉 ) |J,(MJ〉. The three Kramers
doublets are characterized by axialg factors, with the two
components given by

wheregJ ) 6/7 is the Lande´ factor for a2F5/2 state.
The experimental sequence ofg parametersg⊥ > 2 > g| >

0 measured for1 is close to the theoretical valuesg⊥ ) 3g| )
2.57 expected for the|5/2,(1/2〉 state, and very different from

the sequenceg| > 2 . g⊥ ) 0 expected for the two other
doublets of states, so that we may deduce that the ground state
Kramers doublet is essentially made of the|Mj| ) 1/2 states.
However the difference between experimental and theoretical
g values is sufficiently important to imply that the predominantly
|5/2,(1/2〉 ground state is mixed with other|J,(MJ〉 states. In
pseudoaxial symmetry, this effect may result from a second-
order admixture of the2F7/2 state, which is accounted for by
adding a termB6

0 O6
0 to the allowedB2

0 O2
0 andB4

0 O4
0 terms in

eq 1, which admixes the|7/2,(1/2〉 states in the|5/2,(1/2〉 ground
state. The theoretical expressions for the components of theg
factor become in that case:20

However it was not possible to find a value forθ which
satisfies eq 5. For exampleθ ) 52.06° gives the accurate value
of g|, but gives alsog⊥ ) 2.113, a value significantly different
from the experimental valueg⊥ ) 2.365. Consequently the
purely|Mj| ) 1/2 ground state is not able to fit the experimental
values of the axialg tensor of1, even by considering second-
order effects. We must thus consider other admixtures to the
predominantly|5/2,(1/2〉 ground state. Such effects are possible
if solid-state packing forces are also effective in frozen solution.
For example if the symmetry is lowered toC2h, as it was
effectively found in the solid state by X-ray diffraction,13 the
first-order crystal field operator is given by eq 1 withJ ) 5/2
and the symmetry allowed values ofk andq24 whereO2

2 and

O4
2 operators containS(

2 spin operators which mixMJ states
differing by 2, so that the ground-state wave function is now
written as

with a2 + b2 + c2 ) 1. The operatorO4
4 mixesMJ states

differing by 4, so that the termB4
4 O4

4 produces only a second-
order admixture in the|5/2,(1/2〉 state and is thus neglected. The
wave function 7 is characterized by a rhombicg tensor expressed
as25

The experimentalg values satisfy expressions 8 for the
following ground-state wave function in the [|J,MJ〉] representa-
tion:

which gives the twog valuesgz ) g| ) 1.215 andgx ) gy )
g⊥ ) 2.311 close to the experimental results (Table 2). The
parametersg| and g⊥ deduced from eq 9 have the same sign,
which is thus taken positive. Because the admixture ofMj states

(23) Scott, D. R.; Matsen, F. A.J. Phys. Chem.1968, 72, 16.

(24) Misra, S. K.; Poole, C. P.; Farach, H. A.Appl. Magn. Reson.1996,
11, 29.

(25) McLaughlan, F. D.; Forrester, P. A.Phys. ReV. 1966, 151, 311.

|+〉 ) ∑
MJ

aMJ
|J,MJ〉

|-〉 ) ∑
MJ

(-1)J-MJ a*MJ
|J,-MJ〉 (2)

1) ∑
MJ

|aMJ
|2

HZ ) âS̃‚gc‚B0 + ∑
k)1

14

S‚AC k‚I k (3)

|5/2,(1/2〉 g| ) gJ ) 0.86
g⊥ ) 3gJ ) 2.57

|5/2, (3/2〉 g| ) 3gJ ) 2.57
g⊥ ) 0

|5/2,(5/2〉 g| ) 5gJ ) 4.29
g⊥ ) 0 (4)

g| ) 2 sin2 θ

g⊥ ) 2|x3 sin 2θ - sin2 θ| (5)

Hc ) B2
0 O2

0 + B2
2 O2

2 + B4
0 O4

0 + B4
2 O4

2 + B4
4 O4

4 (6)

|(〉 ) (a|5/2,(1/2〉 ( b|5/2,(5/2〉 ( c|5/2,-3/2〉 (7)

gx) (6/7(2x5bc+ 4x2ac+ 3a2)

gy) (6/7(2x5bc- 4x2ac+ 3a2) (8)

gz) (6/7(5b
2 + a2 - 3c2)

|(〉 ) (0.948|5/2,(1/2〉 ( 0.323|5/2,(5/2〉 (9)
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into the ground state should be inversely proportional to the
splitting ∆E between these states, the relative importance of
the |5/2,(5/2〉 admixture in the|5/2,(1/2〉 ground state compared
to the lack of admixture of|5/2,(3/2〉 indicates that in axial
symmetry (D7h, D7d, or D7) the |5/2,(5/2〉 Kramers doublet is
probably very close to the ground state|5/2,(1/2〉, while the
|5/2,(3/2〉 state is removed at higher energy. It will be shown
below that this feature is a direct consequence of the antibonding
character of the fδ orbital.
The passage of the wave function (eq 9) from the [|J,MJ〉]

representation to the [|Ml,Ms〉] representation is achieved by
using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (see also Table 1):

Thus the electron ground state of1 is mainly composed of
5fσ (38.5%) and 5fπ (51.4%) metal orbitals, with a small
admixture of 5fφ (8.9%) and 5fδ (1.5%) orbitals.
(2) Determination of the f-Level Ordering. The rather

complicated f-orbital composition (expression 10) of the ground-
state wave functions results from the combination of three
effects: (i) the spin-orbit interaction, (ii) the metal ligand
interaction, and (iii) the actual symmetry of the complex which
produces the admixture of|Mj| ) 5/2 into the|Mj| ) 1/2 ground
state. In pseudoaxial symmetry, the ground state would be of
purely |Mj| ) 1/2 character, which is written in [|Ml,Ms〉]
representation as

thus with a composition of 5fπ (57.1%) and 5fσ (42.9%) AOs
which is close to that found for the actual ground state of1. A
2-fold symmetry allows admixture of both|Mj| ) 5/2 and3/2 in
the1/2 ground state although only5/2 was found experimentally.
As mentioned above this feature points to an energy level
ordering|Mj| ) 1/2 < 5/2 , 3/2 for the axial symmetry of1 in
the gas phase. However a ligand field calculation2 predicted
that the energy level ordering of the f1 configuration of
actinocenes with pseudoaxial symmetry should be|Mj| ) 5/2 <
1/2 < 3/2, for which we expect a sequence ofg factorsg| > 2.
g⊥ > 0 very different from the experimental oneg⊥ > 2 > g|

> 0. Moreover, without spin-orbit interaction, the ground-
state wave function of1 should be of purely|Ml,Ms〉 ) |0,(1/2〉
(fσ) character,14 for which we predict a parallelg factor g| )
2.002 very different from the experimental valueg| ) 1.244.
It will be shown that the f-orbital composition (eq 10) of1

is the result of a combined effect of the spin-orbit interaction
and the strong fδ-e′′2 interaction, which was predicted to
dominate the upper part of the energy level diagram of
actinocenes.7 Up to now we analyzed theg tensor in the weak
field approximation without a particular hypothesis on the
f-ligand interactions. The spin-orbit operator

was thought to occur on a complete f-AOs set, written in the
[|J,Mj〉] representation sinceJ is a good quantum number in
that case and is supposed to give a degenerate2F5/2 ground state
in spherical symmetry. This degeneracy was lifted into Kramers
doublets only by the metal-ligand interactions. This picture
is not correct if one of the f-AOs, namely the 5fδ, participate to
the metal-ligand bonding with the 3e′′2 (bonding) and the 4e′′2
(antibonding) MOs (Figure 1). In this caseJ is no longer a
good quantum number, and spin-orbit interaction should be
studied in the [|Ml,Ms〉] representation by using only the orbital
and spin operators inHSO:7

Figure 3 shows the effect of the spin-orbit interaction on
the degenerate set of fσ, fπ, and fφ orbitals by a first-order
perturbation calculation. Due to their strong covalent character,
the fδ orbitals are involved in bonding and antibonding orbitals
and are not considered in the calculation because of their
important splitting from the other f orbitals, so that they interact
with the fσ, fπ, and fφ AOs only in a second-order correction.
The different states resulting from the spin-orbit interaction,
written in the [|Ml,Ms〉] representation, are also written in the
[|J,Mj〉] representation whenJ remains a good quantum number
for the description of a particular level. It can be seen that spin-
orbit interaction mixes only the fσ and the two fπ orbitals
characterized byMl andMs of opposite sign. Theσ-π mixing
gives two levels|ψ1〉 and|ψ2〉 at-2λ and+3λ/2 respectively:

Table 2. Spin Hamiltonian Parameters of1a

g| g⊥ A1 A2 A3 Aiso A1
aniso A2

aniso A3
aniso

1.244( 0.005 2.365( 0.005 -5.8(5) -5.5(9) +3.3(3) -2.7(0) -3.1(5) -2.8(9) +6.0(3)
aHyperfine parameters are given in MHz.

|(〉 ) -0.621|0,(1/2〉 ( 0.717|(1,-1/2〉 -

0.122|(2,(1/2〉 ( 0.298|(3,-1/2〉 (10)

|5/2,(1/2〉 ) (2/x7|(1,-1/2〉-x3/7|0,(1/2〉 (11)

HSO) λL ‚S

) λ
2
[J2 - L2 - S2] (12)

Figure 3. First-order effect of spin-orbit interaction on a degenerate
set of fσ, fπ, and fφ orbitals. The resulting states are given in [|Ml,Ms〉]
representation, and also in [|J,Mj〉] representation whenJ may char-
acterize a particular state. The composition of states|ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 is
given in expressions 14.

HSO) λLzSz + λ
2
(L+S- + L-S+) (13)

|ψ1〉 ) -x3/7|0,(1/2〉 ( 2/x7|(1,-1/2〉

|ψ2〉 ) (2/x7|0,(1/2〉 (x3/7|(1,-1/2〉

(14)
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which correspond to the pure|J,Mj〉 ) |5/2,(1/2〉 and |7/2,(1/2〉
states respectively (see Table 1). The ground state doublet|ψ1〉
is followed by a closely spaced doublet made of fφ orbitals with
Ml andMs of opposite signs, located atλ/2 above|ψ1〉. This
splitting can be smaller thanλ/2 if |ψ1〉 exhibits an antibonding
character, as will be shown by ENDOR. The next doublet at
5λ/2 above|ψ1〉 is of purely fπ character withMl andMs being
of the same sign. The highest energy levels are two degenerate
doublets at 7λ/2 above|ψ1〉, the first one being|ψ2〉 and the
other ones being of purely fφ character, withMl andMs of the
same sign. At this stage the main characteristics of the electron
ground state orbitals of1 (expression 10) deduced from the
analysis of theg tensor can be interpreted as follows:
(a) In “spherical” symmetry, the combined effects of the

spin-orbit interaction and the strong covalent character of the
fδ-e′′2 interaction result in a doubly degenerate ground state
composed of fπ (≈57%) and fσ (≈43%) orbitals. This composi-
tion is similar to that of the SOMO of1. There is a close excited
doubly degenerate level composed of pure fφ orbitals. The
sequence of f levels should be (fπ, fσ) < fφ < fπ < fφ, (fπ, fσ).
(b) The f-ligand interactions with the pseudoaxial symmetry

of the gas-phase staggered conformation of1would shift without
mixing the energy levels. However this effect is probably small
since there is no level inversion and|ψ1〉 remains the ground-
state doublet.
(c) The actual low symmetry due to the combined effects of

the staggered conformation and the solid-state packing forces
induces a mixing of the ground state|ψ1〉 orbitals with the
closely spaced fφ orbitals. The low symmetry also allows a fδ
admixture. However the fφ admixture (≈9%) is much larger
than that of fδ (≈1%), because the amount of mixing being
inversely proportional to the energy splitting between the
orbitals, this favors a mixing with the closely spaced fφ AOs
rather than with the fδ orbitals participating in the bonding and
antibonding 3e′′2 and 4e′′2 MOs.

Electron Nuclear Double Resonance Spectroscopy

In this part we analyze the ligand contribution to the SOMO
by ENDOR spectroscopy. Only the 14 hydrogen atoms possess
a nuclear spin so that ENDOR should give information only
about the uranium-hydrogen hyperfine interactions. However
the 5f-C7H7 covalency should result in an unpaired spin density
in 2pπ carbon orbitals, which in turn should produce a spin
density on hydrogen 1s orbitals by spin polarization. Thus the
proton hf interaction contains information on the f-carbon
covalent interactions.
Three kinds of interactions are responsible for an unpaired

spin density on ligand orbitals.26 Figure 4 represents a schematic
energy level diagram with two f-based uranium orbitals (f1 and
f2), the lowest one (f1) with a single electron, and two ligand-
based MOs made of symmetry-adapted linear combination of
carbon pπ orbitals (lπ1 and lπ2). This diagram represents also
one of the CH-basedσ orbitals of the C7H7 rings. The
uranium-ligand interaction manifests itself either by a virtual
electron transfer from the ligand lπ1 MO to one of the uranium
f orbitals (mechanisms a and b) or by a transfer from the metal
f1 orbital to the empty ligand lπ2 MO by the back-bonding
mechanism (c). If the ligand-to-metal transfer occurs in the
singly occupied uranium orbital f1, only a spinms ) -1/2 can
be transferred because of the Pauli principle, leaving a positive
spin densityFπ > 0 in pπ carbon orbitals (Figure 4a). If the
electron transfer occurs in the empty uranium orbital f2, both

ms ) (1/2 electrons can be transferred. However because of
the exchange energy, the transfer is more favorable for thems

) +1/2 electron than for the other, so that this exchange-
polarized transfer leaves a negative spin densityFπ < 0 on
carbon pπ orbitals (Figure 4b). It is evident that the back-
donation mechanism (c) leads toFπ > 0. Thus the determination
of the sign and magnitude ofFπ should give information about
the nature of the covalent interactions involving the SOMO and
the unoccupied f-based orbitals.
A direct measurement ofFπ is not possible because only the

13C isotope possesses a nuclear spinI ) 1/2, and its very low
natural abundance (1.11%) precludes its detection by frozen
solution ENDOR. However a spin densityFπ on carbon pπ
orbitals polarizes the inner CH-basedσ orbitals.27 A positive
spin densityFπ ) +1 should result in an exces of negative spin
density at the hydrogen nucleus, responsible for a negative
proton hf interaction of about-80 MHz, the exact value
depending on the arene molecule. Thus an accurate measure-
ment by ENDOR of the magnitude and sign of the proton hf
interaction should give an estimate ofFπ.
(1) Principal Features of ENDOR Spectra. Figure 5 shows

four selected proton ENDOR spectra recorded at the observing
field values marked by arrows in Figure 2. They all exhibit
the following features: (i) a set of more or less resolved lines
localized at the proton nuclear frequencyν0 ) gNâNB0,
representing the dipolar interactions of the unpaired electron
spin on the metal with the protons of the solvent cage (the so-
called matrix line28); (ii) several pairs of lines (one, two or three,
depending on the field setting) atν0 ( A/2 due to the hf
interaction of the unpaired electron spin with protons of C7H7

rings. The ENDOR spectra strongly depend on the field setting

(26) Simanek, E.; Sroubek, Z.Electron Paramagnetic Resonance; Plenum
Press: New York, 1972; p 535.

(27) McConnell, H. M.; Chesnut, D. B.J. Chem. Phys.1958, 28, 107.
(28) Hyde, J. S.; Rist, G. H.; Eriksson, L. E. G.J. Phys. Chem.1968,

72, 4269.

Figure 4. Simplified energy level diagram showing the three types of
covalent transfer giving an unpaired spin density in 2pπ carbon orbital,
which in turn induces an isotropic proton hf interactionAiso by spin
polarization of the inner CH-based MOs. (a) ligand to half-filled metal
orbital transfer; (b) ligand to empty metal orbital transfer; and (c) metal
to ligand transfer (back-bonding).
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value, which is the indication of a good selection of molecular
orientations. This arises because the intrinsic EPR line width
of the spin packets representing each individual molecular
orientation is very small (typically 2.5 mT for a spectral width
of 250 mT).
The general features of the ENDOR spectra can be qualita-

tively understood by considering the relation between theg and
A tensor axes. Figure 6 is a schematic representation of a
sandwich complex, with a proton at a distanceR from the metal
atom and the U-H axis at polar anglesθN and φN in the g
frame. Thez axis of the axialg tensor being parallel to the
molecular axis, if the EPR spectrum is partially saturated at a
field setting B0 ) hν/gâ located between the parallel and
perpendicular turning points and characterized by theg value
g(θ) ) (g|

2 cos2 θ + g⊥
2 sin2 θ)1/2, this implies that the selected

set of molecular orientations makes an angleθ with the magnetic
field B0 (see Figure 2). However the principal axes of theg
andA tensors are not collinear (Figure 6), and theA3 axis of
the hf interaction with one hydrogen points approximately
toward this atom, and thus makes an angle close toθN with the
g| tensor axis (the molecular axis). The consequence is that if
a single molecular orientationθ is selected, the other polar angle
φ can assume all the possible values between 0 and 360° because
of the axial symmetry of theg tensor. For this reason the
ENDOR spectrum is a powder average of all the possible values
of φ, and presents a characteristic powder line shape with one,
two or three turning points for eachms state.17,18,29 Owing to

the possible symmetriesD7d or C2h of 1,with C2 axes perpen-
dicular toz, one of the hf principal axis (chosen as theA1 axis)
is perpendicular toz.
Let us now consider the ENDOR spectrum of Figure 5d,

obtained with the field setting d of Figure 2. In this case the
selected molecules have their axis at about 8° from the magnetic
field B0, and the protons are almost magnetically equivalent.
For B0|z (i.e. θ ) 0) we expect only two symmetrical (single
crystal like) ENDOR lines at frequenciesν( ≈ ν0 ( A(θN)/2.
However the ENDOR signal is very weak in that case. This is
the reason we choose a field setting below the parallel turning
point, which gives a stronger ENDOR intensity. For the field
setting a of Figure 2 giving the ENDOR response of Figure 5a,
all the selected molecular axes make an angleθ ) π/2 withB0.
We expect ENDOR lines with two sets of turning points
corresponding toA1 andA′2 ≈ A2 cos2 θN + A3 sin2 θN. Figure
5a clearly shows the turning points atν( ≈ ν0 ( A1/2, the other
turning points atν( ≈ ν0 ( A′2/2 being hindered by the matrix
lines.30 The two other ENDOR spectra of Figure 5 correspond
to selected molecular axes making an angleθ ≈ π/2 - θN
(Figure 5b) andθ ≈ θN (Figure 5c). In these cases the spectra
exhibit turning points atν( ≈ ν0 ( A2/2 andν( ≈ ν0 ( A3/2
respectively.
(2) Measurement of the Proton Hyperfine Parameters.To

test this qualitative interpretation and thus to obtain accurate
values of the proton hf parameters, we performed a “crystal-
lographic ENDOR” study by taking advantage of the good
angular selection of molecular orientations resulting from the
small EPR line width. Figure 7 shows the variation of ENDOR
frequencies versus the selected angleθ, related to the fieldB0
by

The important angular variation of ENDOR frequencies arises
both from the angular dependence of the proton hf tensorAC
and theB0 dependence of the nuclear frequencyν0 ) gNâNB0/
h. Since the latter is known (discontinuous line in Figure 7), it
is possible to extract the hf tensorAC )(A1,A2,A3) expressed in
its principal axis system. However the selection of molecular

(29) Gourier, D.; Samuel, E.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1987, 109, 4571.
(30) The weak symmetrical lines close to the turning points cannot be

interpreted as allowed∆ms ) 0, ∆mI ) (1 ENDOR transitions.

Figure 5. Four selected ENDOR spectra at 4 K recorded at the field
setting values marked by arrows in Figure 2. These spectra correspond
to particular molecular orientations where some of the ENDOR
frequencies give approximately the hf parametersA1, A2, andA3.

Figure 6. The principal axis system of theg and hf tensors.

Figure 7. Frequencies of the ENDOR turning points versus the selected
molecular orientations. The selected angleθ is given by expression
15. The discontinuous line represents the variation of the proton nuclear
frequencyν0.

θ ) cos-1[(hν/âB0)
2 - g⊥

2

g|
2 - g⊥

2 ]1/2 (15)
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angleθ is made in the reference frame of theg tensorgc )
(g1,g2,g3) with g3 ) g| andg1 ) g2 ) g⊥, and the hf tensor is
not diagonal in this frame. Hurst et al. derived a general
expression for the first-order ENDOR frequencies in a general
situation of non coaxialg andA tensors:18

with ms ) (1/2 and withh1 ) cosφ sin θ, h2 ) sin φ sin θ,
andh3 ) cosθ being the director cosines of the fieldB0. The
elementsAji of the hf tensor are expressed in theg frame and
are related to the elementsAkl in theA-frame by

where

is the rotation matrix aroundg1 (| A1) by an angleθN.
Theoretical expressions of the angular variations of ENDOR
frequencies can be derived from expressions 16 and 17. Since
the powder ENDOR line shape exhibits turning points corre-
sponding to the polar anglesφ ) 0 andφ ) π/2, we shall
consider these two situations separately. For the caseφ ) 0,
corresponding to a rotation of the field in the (g3,g1) plane, we
obtain the following expression relating the ENDOR frequencies
ν(ms) to the hf parametersA1, A2, andA3:

with

and

Alternatively an angular variation in the (g3,g2) plane,
characterized byφ ) π/2, gives the expressions:

with

Figure 8 represents the experimental and calculated angular
dependences ofg2(θ)ν2(ms) for the two polar anglesφ) 0 (open
circles) andφ ) π/2 (full circles). The theoretical curves have
been calculated from eqs 18 and 19, with the angleθN ) 43.9°
and the hf parametersA1 ) (5.8(5) MHz,A2 ) (5.5(9) MHz

andA3 ) -3.3(3) MHz. It must be noted thatA3 and (A1,A2)
are of opposite signs. The relatively good agreement between
experimental and calculated curves confirms the qualitative
interpretation proposed for the ENDOR spectra of Figure 5. The
observed discrepancies could be due to second-order effects,
which are not accounted for in expression 16.
The proton hf interaction can be separated into the isotropic

(scalar) partAiso and the anisotropic (traceless tensor) part
Ai
aniso:

with Aiso ) (2.7(0) MHz, A1
aniso ) (3.1(5) MHz, A2

aniso )
(2.8(9) MHz, andA3

aniso) -6.0(3) MHz. It is worth noticing
that the anisotropic terms are comparable with those calculated
from a pure dipole-dipole hf interaction, given by the following
expression:

Taking the valueR ) 3.25 Å for the uranium-hydrogen
distance,13 expression 21 givesA3

dd ) +4.60 MHz andA1
dd )

A2
dd ) -2.30 MHz forθ ) θN andθ ) θN - π/2 respectively

(by consideringg > 0). Although these values are different
from the experimental values ofAi

aniso, they are close enough
to imply that they are of the same sign, which gives only one
possibility for the sign of the hf parameters (Table 2).
(3) Ligand Contribution to the SOMO. The important

information given by ENDOR is that the isotropic proton hf
interaction is negative. This corresponds to a negative spin
density FH ) -1.9 × 10-3 at each hydrogen atom, which
indicates a covalent character of the SOMO of1. For example,
the valueAiso ) -2.70 MHz found for1 is close to the value
Aiso ) -2.4 MHz found for the Co(Cp)2 complex (Cp) η5-
C5H5), with a SOMO presenting a pronounced metal-Cp

ν(ms) ) [∑
i)1

3 [ ms

g(θ)
(∑
j)1

3

gjhjAji) - hiν0]2]1/2 (16)

[Aji] ) P-1[Akl]P (17a)

P) [1 0 0
0 cosθN -sinθN

0 sinθN cosθN
] (17b)

g2(θ)ν2(ms) ) x1 sin
2 θ + x2 cos

2 θ (18a)

x1 ) (msA1g⊥ - g(θ)ν0)
2

x2 ) (ms(A3 - A2)g| sinθN cosθN)
2 (18b)

+ (ms(A2 sin
2 θN + A3 cos

2 θN)g| - g(θ)ν0)
2

g2(θ)ν2(ms) ) (x3 sinθ + x4 cosθ)2 + (x5 sinθ + x6 cosθ)2

(19a)

x3 ) msg⊥(A2 cos
2 θN + A3 sin

2 θN) - g(θ)ν0

x4 ) msg|(A3 - A2)sinθN cosθN

x5 ) msg⊥(A3 - A2)sinθN cosθN

x6 ) msg|(A2 sin
2 θN + cos2 θN) - g(θ)ν0 (19b)

Figure 8. Variation ofg2(θ)ν(θ)2 versus the selected angle. The full
and empty circles correspond to the turning pointsφ ) π/2 andφ ) 0,
respectively. Error bars are only indicated for some experimental points
for the sake of clarity. The full lines are calculated with expressions
18 and 19.

Aiso )
1

3
∑
i)1

3

Ai

Ai
aniso) Ai - Aiso

(20)

Add(θ) )
gâgNâN

hR3
[3 cos2 (θN - θ) - 1] (21)
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covalent interaction.31 Alternatively a SOMO made of the
nonbonding dσ (dz2) orbital in transition metal sandwich
complexes exhibits a large and positive value ofAiso due to the
direct delocalization of the unpaired electron spin in 1s hydrogen
orbital. For example Ti(Cp)(cht)- anion (cht) η7-C7H7) is
characterized byAiso ) +14.2 MHz for the hf interaction with
C7H7 protons.32 The fact that1 exhibits a negative isotropic
proton hf interaction close to that of (Cp)2Co is sufficient to
conclude that its SOMO shows a significant covalent interaction
with the C7H7 rings.
This conclusion must be refined by a more quantitative

analysis of the hyperfine parameters. The negative sign of the
isotropic hf interactionAiso in a sandwich complex results from
the spin polarization of the innerσ(CH) orbitals due to a nonzero
spin density at the 2pπ AO of the ring carbon atoms (Figure 4)
and also to a direct fσ-1s(H) interaction. Thus the isotropic
interaction with theith proton is written as the sum of two terms:

The first term represents the contribution from the spin
polarization given by the McConnell relation,27 whereFπ

(i) is
the spin density in the 2pπ AO of theith carbon. The parameter
Q1 is the hf interaction for an isolated CH fragment, withQ1 )
-76.28 MHz for η7-C7H7 ring.33 The second term of 22
represents the direct fσ-1s(H) interaction, whereAiso

H ) +1420
MHz is the hf interaction for an isolated hydrogen atom and
aH
2 is the spin density at the hydrogen nucleus,aH being the
coefficient of the 1s hydrogen AO in the SOMO. This
contribution is the largest one for transition metal sandwich
complexes with a SOMO made of the nonbondingdz2 (dσ)
orbital,34 and the SOMO of1 contains 39% of 5fσ uranium
orbital (see expression 10). However the lobes of the fσ orbital
are more slender than those of the dσ orbital, so that the overlap
with hydrogen 1s should be weaker. For this reason, the direct
metal-hydrogen interaction is probably very weak in1, because
even a very smallaH coefficient should give an important
positive contribution toAiso. For example a spin density as small
asaH

2 ) 10-4 should contribute to+0.14 MHz to the isotropic
hf interaction. Since we ignore the value ofaH, expression 22
with aH ) 0 gives only a lower limit forFπ. Neglecting the
slight inequivalence of carbon atoms due to the staggered ring
conformation, an average spin densityFπ g + 0.036 in each
carbon 2pπ AO is obtained. This value is similar to that found
for cobaltocene (Fπ ) +0.078), which possesses a 3dπ-based
SOMO with a pronounced contribution ofπ-MOs of Cp rings.31

Returning to Figure 4, the positive sign ofFπ and its
magnitude indicate that there is a direct covalent transfer
betweenπ-based ligand MOs and the singly occupied f-based
orbital. It appears that both ligand to half-filled metal transfer
(mechanism a) and metal to empty ligand transfer (back-bonding
mechanism c) can contribute to the covalent character of the

SOMO. In axial symmetry (D7h, D7d, andD7) and neglecting
the spin-orbit interaction,14 the filleda′′2 ande′1 ligand MO can
interact with fσ and fπ uranium orbitals by mechanism a. Also
the emptye′3 ligand MO can interact with the fφ orbital by the
back-bonding mechanism c.7 Since fσ and fπ orbitals contribute
to 90% to the SOMO, compared to 9% for the fφ orbital, it
appears that a ligand to half-filled metal AO transfer appears
as the dominant mechanism of covalence for the SOMO, which
should thus exhibit an antibonding character.

Concluding Remarks
TheS) 1/2 character of [U(η7-C7H7)2]- anion1 gives the

opportunity to explore the nature of the SOMO, its covalent
character, and to get information on the f-level ordering by EPR
and ENDOR. The association of these techniques with pho-
toelectron and optical spectroscopies as well as theoretical
calculations, should now make it possible to analyze the
complete energy level diagram of this family of compounds.
Spin-orbit effects strongly influence the part of the energy

level diagram containing the f-based MOs. The analysis of the
EPR parameters indicates that both the strong participation of
the 5fδ orbitals to the bonding and the spin-orbit coupling could
be responsible for the actual f composition of the SOMO. The
latter was found to be composed essentially of 51% of 5fπ and
39% of 5fσ uranium orbitals, a composition close to that of a
purelyJ ) 5/2,Mj ) (1/2 doublet. The small admixture of 5fφ
orbitals might be due to a low symmetry effect resulting from
the conjunction of the staggered ring conformation of1, solid-
state packing forces, and the very small splitting between the
SOMO and fφ orbitals. In this context the extremely small
admixture of 5fδ orbitals is due to its important separation from
the SOMO resulting from its participation to the bonding.
From our analysis it can be proposed that the dominantJ )

5/2, Mj ) (1/2 ground state and the very poor fδ admixture
constitute a fingerprint of a strong participation of the latter
orbitals to the bonding. Curiously enough, the composition of
the SOMO of1 is similar to that recently found for a series of
organouranium(V) compounds,35 which all exhibit a predomi-
nantJ) 5/2,Mj ) (1/2 ground state, regardless of their geometry
(pseudotetrahedra or trigonal bipyramids) and the nature of their
ligands. This result might indicate that these compounds also
exhibit a significant participation of the fδ orbitals to the
bonding.
Finally it also appears that ENDOR spectrocopy opens the

possibility of exploring the ligand character of the fσ-, fπ-, and
fφ-based MOs usually considered as nonbonding in1 and in
actinocenes.2-9,14 In particular this techniques gives an estimate
of the spin density mapping on the ligand atoms of the complex.
Since these parameters are observable quantities that can be
estimated by MO calculations, it might be useful that future
works dealing with theoretical calculations on paramagnetic
uranium compounds systematically indicate the spin densities
at metal and ligand atoms.
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